
Our company is hiring for a software quality analyst. Please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for software quality analyst

Cultivate and disseminate Quality Assurance best practices to IT and Business
partners
Identify milestones, risks, dependencies, and mitigation strategies for the
planned release • In case of issues / risks, reach out to other stakeholders and
escalate the same to ensure timely resolution • Provide leadership and
guidance to coach, motivate, and lead team members to their optimum
performance levels • Provide necessary project oversight and guidance to
ensure a successful release & deployment throughout the process
Apply SW quality standards to software development and executing software
tests
Mentors junior software quality analyst and testers
Identify issues and errors in software and work with software development
team to resolve issues
Will work concurrently on multiple projects on various to complete on-time
and on-budget results to customers
Develops and maintains pertinent documentation and procedures for the
technology area according to industry, vendor, and company standards
Develops test plans, test procedures, and test scripts based on system and
software requirements
May work independently or as part of a team in resolving more complex
problems for clients
Work with team members to deliver on time and on-budget results to
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Qualifications for software quality analyst

3+ years experience in software testing or financial operations
Twist/Gauge automation and some Java development experience preferred
Knowledge of Amysis is highly beneficial
Experience or familiarity with healthcare software a plus
2 years of practical or classroom based experience with software coding or
testing
Experience with industry tools such as HP UFT and ALM


